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after meeting with Spain’s King Felipe 
Vi on tuesday afternoon, as part of 
the last round of talks with politicians 
before new elections will have to be 
called, Socialist party leader pedro 
Sánchez announced that he had told 
the king that he will not have enough 
support to win a second investiture vote 
in Congress. 

Slovakia’s newly formed government 
won a parliamentary confidence vote 
on tuesday as the legislature approved 
its programme manifesto including 
a relaxation of budget targets and 
moderate cuts in taxes for companies 
and small businessmen. the cabinet, led 
by prime Minister robert Fico, is made 
up by four centre-left and centre-right 
parties, an arrangement forced by an 
inconclusive March election.
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the plenary session starts in brussels today at 15:00.

greece and its lenders were unable on 
tuesday to reach an agreement on how 
to line up 3.6 billion euros in contingent 
austerity measures, leading to plans for 
an extra meeting of eurozone finance 
ministers on thursday being dropped.

a spokesman for Eurogroup president 
Jeroen Dijsselbloem confirmed on 
tuesday night that there would be no 
meeting this week to rubber-stamp 
an agreement between athens and 
the institutions and conclude the 
first review of the third Greek bailout 
program.

“More time needed,” tweeted Michel 
Reijns. “Meeting of first review, 
contingency package and debt at later 
stage,” he added, without suggesting 
when eurozone finance ministers might 
meet to discuss greece.

prime Minister alexis tsipras is 
expected to call European Council 
president donald tusk today to ask for 
an extraordinary Eu leaders’ summit 
to discuss the greek program as the 
SyriZa leader feels that athens has met 
its bailout commitments and that the 
lenders’ side is standing in the way of an 
agreement.

greek government sources said earlier 
that the details of an initial 5.4-billion-
euro package of tax hikes and pension 
cuts had been finalized. However, the 
standby measures, which total 2 percent 
of gdp, proved to be a stumbling block.

http://elpais.com/elpais/2016/04/26/inenglish/1461689040_859333.html
http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-slovakia-politics-government-idUKKCN0XN2H1
http://www.ekathimerini.com/208217/article/ekathimerini/news/plans-for-thursday-eurogroup-dropped-tsipras-set-to-ask-for-special-eu-summit
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Six german airports will face strikes on Wednesday, with Europe’s largest 
airline Lufthansa warning that almost 900 flights will be cancelled. The 
strikes are set to hit Frankfurt, Munich, düsseldorf, Cologne-bonn, dortmund 
and Hanover airports as service workers’ union Verdi enters a battle with the 
government over pay rises for the public sector. Lufthansa’s plan to cancel 895 
flights - 60 percent of its usual services - will hit a total of 87,000 passengers.
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the European Commission set out a new strategic vision regarding how its 
external action can best support refugees and displaced people in long lasting 
crises. the aim of this new approach, outlined in the Communication “Lives 
in dignity: from aid–dependence to Self-reliance”, is to prevent refugees and 
displaced people relying only on emergency humanitarian type assistance. it 
looks at ways to help them become more self-reliant in the countries where 
they reside
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The government has been defeated again in the House of Lords over calls to 
take in child refugees from Europe. a new amendment to the immigration 
Bill from Labour’s Lord Dubs was backed by 279 votes to 172. It would force 
ministers to arrange the relocation of children who have made it to Europe 
into the uK, with the total number to be decided by the government. the 
government has warned against encouraging people to place children in the 
hands of traffickers.
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in the latest new direction report on the digital Single Market, renowned 
internet policy expert, roslyn Layton phd provides policy recommendations 
for the Eu’s 2020 digital economy strategy. 
Location: Renaissance Hotel, Rue de Parnasse 19, Brussels.
Wednesday, 27 April 2016, 17:00.
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Hospitals are hoping less urgent patients once again stay away as junior 
doctors in England take part in their second all-out strike later in protest about 
the imposition of a new contract. Medics will walk out of both emergency and 
routine care from 08:00 to 17:00 BST following Tuesday’s stoppage. Hospitals 
reported they had coped well during that walkout with some saying they 
were quieter than normal.
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http://www.euronews.com/2016/04/26/greece-is-asking-for-an-emergency-eurozone-summit/
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-1585_en.htm
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-36146116
http://europeanreform.org/index.php/site/events
http://www.bbc.com/news/health-36145686
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euroPean ParlIamenT
• 15:00 the plenary session starts in brussels. On the final draft agenda: Resumption 
of session and order of business, European investment bank annual report 2014 
(report by  georgi Pirinski, S&d).  Joint debate - discharge 2014 (53 reports): discharge 
2014: Eu general budget - European Commission and Executive agencies (report 
by  martina dlabajová, aLdE),  discharge 2014: Court of auditors’ special reports 
in the context of the 2014 Commission discharge (report by  martina dlabajová, 
aLdE), discharge 2014: 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th EdFs (report by  claudia Schmidt, 
Epp), discharge 2014: Eu general budget - European parliament (report by  markus 
Pieper, Epp),  discharge 2014: Eu general budget - European Council and Council 
(report by  ryszard czarnecki, ECr), discharge 2014: Eu general budget - Court 
of Justice (report by  anders Primdahl vistisen, ECr), discharge 2014: Eu general 
budget - European Court of auditors (report by  ryszard czarnecki, ECr), discharge 
2014: Eu general budget - European Economic and Social Committee (report by  
anders Primdahl vistisen, ECr), discharge 2014: Eu general budget - Committee of 
the regions (report by  monica macovei, ECr), discharge 2014: Eu general budget 
- European External action Service (report by  ryszard czarnecki, ECr), discharge 
2014: Eu general budget - European ombudsman (report by  ryszard czarnecki, ECr), 
discharge 2014: Eu general budget - European data protection Supervisor (report 
by  monica macovei, ECR), Discharge 2014: Performance, financial management 
and control of Eu agencies (report by  derek vaughan, S&d),  discharge 2014: 
agency for Cooperation of Energy regulators (aCEr) (report by  derek vaughan, 
S&D), Discharge 2014: Office of the Body of European Regulators for Electronic 
Communications (BEREC Office) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: 
translation Centre for the bodies of the European union (Cdt) (report by  derek 
vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Centre for the development of Vocational 
training (Cedefop) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European 
police College (CEpoL) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European 
aviation Safety agency (EaSa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: 
European Asylum Support Office (EASO) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 
2014: European banking authority (Eba) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 
2014: European Centre for disease prevention and Control (ECdC) (report by  derek 
vaughan, S&D), Discharge 2014: European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) (report by  
derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Environment agency (EEa) (report 
by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Fisheries Control agency (EFCa) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Food Safety authority 
(EFSa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d),discharge 2014: European institute for 
gender Equality (EigE) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European 
insurance and occupational pensions authority (Eiopa) (report by  derek vaughan, 
S&d), discharge 2014: European institute of innovation and technology (Eit) (report 
by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Medicines agency (EMa) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Monitoring Centre for 
drugs and drug addiction (EMCdda) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 
2014: European Maritime Safety agency (EMSa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), 
discharge 2014: European union agency for network and information Security 
(EniSa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European railway 
agency (Era) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Securities 
and Markets authority (ESMa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: 
European training Foundation (EtF) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 
2014: European agency for the operational management of large-scale it systems 
in the area of freedom, security and justice (Eu-LiSa) (report by  derek vaughan, 
S&D), Discharge 2014: European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: Euratom Supply agency (ESa) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Foundation for the 
improvement of Living and Working Conditions (Eurofound) (report by  derek 
vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: the European union’s Judicial Cooperation unit 
(Eurojust) (report by  derek vaughan, S&D), Discharge 2014: European Police Office 
(Europol) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European union agency 
for Fundamental rights (Fra) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: 

European agency for the Management of 
operational Cooperation at the External 
borders of the Member States of the 
European union (Frontex) (report by  
derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: 
European gnSS agency (gSa) (report by  
derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: 
artEMiS Joint undertaking (report by  
marian-Jean marinescu, Epp),  discharge 
2014: Clean Sky Joint undertaking 
(report by  marian-Jean marinescu, Epp), 
discharge 2014: ECSEL Joint undertaking 
(report by  marian-Jean marinescu, Epp), 
discharge 2014: EniaC Joint undertaking 
(report by  marian-Jean marinescu, Epp), 
Discharge 2014: Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 
Joint undertaking (report by  marian-
Jean marinescu, Epp),  discharge 2014: 
innovative Medicines initiative 2 Joint 
undertaking (iMi) (report by  marian-
Jean marinescu, Epp), discharge 2014: 
Joint undertaking for itEr and the 
development of Fusion Energy (report 
by  marian-Jean marinescu, Epp), attacks 
on hospitals and schools as violations 
of international humanitarian law - oral 
question, attacks on hospitals and schools 
as violations of international humanitarian 
law, public access to documents for the 
years 2014-2015 (report by  laura ferrara, 
EFdd),protecting the best interest of 
the child (across borders) in Europe - 
oral questions. Short presentations of 
the following reports: Women domestic 
workers and carers in the Eu (report by  
kostadinka kuneva, guE/ngL), gender 
equality and empowering women in the 
digital age (report  Terry reintke, greens/
EFa). one-minute speeches (rule 163).
• President Schulz will meet Chairman of 
georgia’s Parliament david usupashvili, 
maronite Patriarch of antioch cardinal 
béchara boutros raï and albania’s 
President bujar nishani today
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